In this note we give an elementary proof of (1) which allows an easy generalization . The results obtained do not depend on the order of A and this is accordingly left unspecified.
We assume only that A is hermitian, and that the eigenvalues of A are con tained in the closed interval Let j(t) , get) be real functions such that
Then (2) implies that the matrices F = j(A) , G= g(A) are well-defined and arc hermitian positive definite. We shall prove:
L et x be any vector oj unit norm. Put
Then jor every positive c,
Ij in additionj(M) -j(m) and g(. L l;f)-g(m ) are oj opposite sign, then
where
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We now consider the function
Because of assumptions (2) and (3) Kantorovich's inequality (1) 
